CASE STUDY

Fortune 500 Financial Services company improves
governance, accelerates time to market by
integrating a best-of-breed integration platform
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Client
Overview

A $12 billion annual revenue, Fortune 500 financial services technology company. With
20,000 clients in more than 130 countries, this company drives businesses across
merchants, banking, and capital markets. They are one of the largest processing and
payments companies in the world. They facilitate the movement of roughly $9 trillion
through the processing of approximately 75 billion transactions in service.

The client has an API platform that orchestrates central access to all its connected solutions. This API marketplace
platform facilitates ‘open API’ access that allows banks and fintech partners to publish and manage their own APIs.
It enables easy integration and delivery of solutions to their end clients. Additionally, the client has their
home-grown API integration platform that was being leveraged to create API integration and orchestration solution.
With 1700 published APIs and few thousands more are ready to be released, this API marketplace is a one-stop
destination for Banking and Wealth, Payments, and various other solution categories to leverage this API platform.

Business Challenge
Absence of layered API architecture: This resulted in direct exposure of legacy system APIs that are
integrated with backend systems.
Nonexistence of orchestration layer: This leads to API functional redundancy.
Flat cumbersome data models: This model is not self-reliant, putting the burden on API consumers to
handle a few key business logic and transformations.
Higher Time to Market: Limited OOTB accelerators, lack of detailed documentation, and inefficient software
development practices leading to higher Time to Market.
Higher OPEX: Lack of reusability, maintainability, and point-to-point solution driving up the OPEX through
high training and maintenance costs.
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The Solution
Engagement Brief: The client's mandate was
to engage Opus Consulting Solutions to
understand the stated business challenges and
deduce a recommendation on the platform of
choice that can alleviate the challenges.
Solution Set:

Solution Brief: To evaluate three external and two
internal integration platforms and provide a best-of-breed
recommendation. The scope of the evaluation was
focused on the integration capabilities of several
platforms to effectively address the pain areas and set up
Center for Enablement (C4E) practice.
A complex use case was identified in consultation with the
client to be implemented across five different platforms.

Scope of evolution

A comprehensive API Integration framework evaluation
criterion was created based on MECE guiding principles,
Opus expertise, and market research. This evaluation
criterion is based on 36 parameters across 4 different
categories with weightages such as Business (20%),
Finance (20%), Technical (30%), and Operations (30%).

Detailed Technical Steps:
Contract-First and Layered API design (Experience and Process APIs) approaches were used.
Canonical Model for API modeling and Swagger for creating API specification was used, which can be imported
across platforms.
Detailed design was created from the ground up and implemented across five different platforms using their
built-in accelerators, mocking services, and unit test.
An effort evaluation template was provided based on the development life cycle.
Each of the platform capabilities was assessed in detail based on the Use Case implementation.
Results were captured in the evaluation criteria to come up with comparative ratings and analysis.
In addition to the detailed assessment, a gap analysis of the client’s API governance model was done, and
recommendations were provided for further improvement of the Center for Enablement (C4E).
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Solution Delivery:
Based on an objective cumulative score generated by capturing the results across the predefined
parameters, MuleSoft's Anypoint Platform™ was identified as a clear leader among the other platforms.
A detailed API Governance & C4E
Recommendations were provided, including
API Modeling process: API Maturity Model &
Domain Model

API Layering process: 3-Layer Architecture for
client’s platform
API Review process: Code Review, OWASP,
and Virtualizatio prcocess
API Security Policies: RBAC & Group-based
Access.
Designed and delivered 8 orchestrated APIs
across 4 technology platforms

Client Verbatim
I am very happy with the Opus’ approach, selection
criteria, and the recommendation for the best-of-breed
integration platform. The MuleSoft demo was good and
seemed to garner interest from the team. The reception
from our team was excellent.
- Sr. Director of Development, Banking Solutions

Opus’ effort was of high-quality standard. Please send
the materials to my team so we can incorporate your
findings together with ours.
- Head of Engineering, Payments and Operations

Business Benefits
A new design approach for API layering
and development practices to accelerate
faster design and development of new
APIs provided customer 360-degree
experience.

Achieved accelerated orchestration
development and reduced time to market by
identifying the best platform that is
enterprise-ready.

Clear enhancement observed in API and
application development life cycle.

Improved agility and quality of deliverables
through Center for Enablement (C4E) best
practices.
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About Us
Opus Consulting Solutions focuses on shaping the future of payments technology. With
experience building highly innovative solutions and products, we combine our deep technology
proficiency with unmatched domain expertise in Payments and Fintech, enabling us to deliver
unparalleled quality and value in everything we do.
Our team partners with a diverse global customer base, ranging from start-ups to Fortune 500
financial leaders, all focused on digital transformation and driving innovation in payments.
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